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Introduction: Optical storage drives
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Introduction: Control Problem

 Problem: Attain disc tracking in face of disturbances

     1. Low-frequency shocks

     2. High-frequency noise

 Solutions:

     1. Feedforward: Acc. sensor required  ¤

     2. Mech. Decoupling: Springs / dampers   m3

       3. Improve current feedback framework
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Modelling and Control Design
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Experimental closed-loop model validation

model
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Tradeoff in Linear Feedback Control Design
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Non-smooth Control Design : Variable Gain
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Non-smooth control Design : Filtering

Front-end caseBack-end
filtering
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Non-smooth control Design : Filtering

Back-end filtering Front-end case
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Research Problem

1. Develop a performance measure for nonlinear control

2.  Use this performance measure for control design

Tool: Convergence-based control design

Stability- and performance-based control design:
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Convergence

• A dynamic system

convergent for any      from that class

with inputs

 to be uniformly convergent for a class of inputs if it is uniformly

is said• A dynamic system

is said to be uniformly
convergent if there exists a limit solution that

1. is defined and bounded for all 

2. is globally uniformly asymptotically stable

3.    is unique
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Conditions for Convergence

1. Linear part closed loop asymptotically stable

1
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sector condition on [0 , α]
2. Global incremental

for the variable gain 
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Conditions for Convergence

3.  Frequency domain condition:

and

, _  0
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for a periodic disturbance of period time T

Under these conditions:

For any bounded disturbance and initial condition

there exists a unique steady-state solution which is

 periodic with period time T

_ globally exponentially stable with exponent _ >0

 (_ is a lower bound for the real convergence rate) 
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Closed-loop Response to Periodic
Disturbances
Periodic disturbance (200 Hz):

,
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Closed-loop Response: Frequency Domain
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What is Performance?

 What does the outcome mean?  scaling with respect to
reference

    norm! Peak value deviation disc track

 Performance: no audio mutes!

 Frequency (    ) & amplitude (Q) dependency

 Should account for:

     1. error due to low-frequency shocks

      2. position lens due to measurement noise
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Definition Performance Measure

integral deviation reference design

integral deviation

Ω and Q dependency

+
> P > 1 -
< P < 1

= P = 1
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Performance-based Control Design
 Sinusoidal disturbances
 Vibrational disturbances:                  max. 0.4 µm, 10 – 200 Hz
 Measurement noise disturbances:   max 0.1 µm,   3 – 90 kHz

No additional filter
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Performance-based Control Design

With additional filter
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Performance-based Control Design

Advantages variable-gain design:

 More design freedom

 Better performance

 More robustness of stability properties for small disturbance levels
than the linear high-gain design

 Other studies show its benefit for the transient behaviour
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Conclusions

 Convergence-based control design guarantees:

     - Stability

     - Unique bounded response in presence of disturbances

 Performance measure for nonlinear control based on

     - Tracking properties

      - Measurement noise sensitivity

 Stability-based and performance-based control design can lead to
different designs

 Nonlinear (non-smooth) control can outperform linear control for
linear systems

 Knowledge on the disturbances is essential


